We investigate frequency correlations of low frequency (LF, <80 Hz) and kHz quasiperiodic oscillations (QPOs) using the complete RXTE data sets on 6 accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars (AMXPs) and compare them to those of non-pulsating neutron star low mass X-ray binaries with known spin. For the AMXPs SAX J1808.4-3658 and XTE J1807-294, we find frequency-correlation power law indices that, surprisingly, are significantly lower than in the non-pulsars, and consistent with the relativistic precession model (RPM) prediction of 2.0 appropriate to test-particle orbital and Lense-Thirring precession frequencies. As previously reported, power law normalizations are significantly higher in these AMXPs than in the non-pulsating sources, leading to requirements on the neutron star specific moment of inertia in this model that cannot be satisfied with realistic equations of state. At least two other AMXPs show frequency correlations inconsistent with those of SAX J1808.4-3658 and XTE J1807-294, and possibly similar to those of the non-pulsating sources; for two AMXPs no conclusions could be drawn. We discuss these results in the context of a model that has had success in black hole (BH) systems involving a torus-like hot inner flow precessing due to (prograde) frame dragging, and a scenario in which additional (retrograde) magnetic and classical precession torques not present in BH systems are also considered. We show that a combination of these interpretations may accommodate our results.
INTRODUCTION
Accreting low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) with a neutron star (NS) or black hole (BH) primary show remarkably similar timing behaviour. Typically, below 50 Hz, both their X-ray signals contain quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) with characteristic frequencies that shift as the source state changes, see van der Klis (2006) for a review. At high frequencies (>100 Hz), however, NS show additional noise features and (twin) kHz QPOs with characteristic frequencies that correlate to those at low frequency. In early work by van Straaten et al. (2003) , a match was presented between observations, and predictions by the relativistic precession model (RPM, Stella & Vietri 1998) of frequency correlations between the upper kHz QPO frequency and a feature <50 Hz in three non-pulsating atoll NS-LMXBs. In the RPM, the kHz QPO occurs at frequency ν K of an orbit, and a ∼20 Hz LF-QPO is the Lense-Thirring (LT) precession frequency ⋆ E-mail: m.j.vandoesburgh@uva.nl (ν LT ) of that orbit due to frame dragging:
where ν s = 300ν s,2.5 Hz is the neutron star spin frequency, ν K = 10 3 ν K,3 Hz the Keplerian orbital frequency. M = m·M ⊙ and I = 10 45 I 45 g cm 2 are the neutron star mass and moment of inertia, respectively. For realistic equations of state I 45 /m ranges from 0.5 to 2 (Friedman et al. 1986 ). The frequency of the low frequency QPO is predicted to be proportional to the spin frequency and quadratically related to the upper kHz QPO frequency in the same way as for a precessing testparticle orbit. Remarkably, van Straaten et al. (2003) found power-law indices for correlations of the kHz QPO frequency with a LF feature of 2.0±0.02. In van Doesburgh & van der Klis (2017) (hereafter DK17) we performed a deeper investigation of this result focusing on the non-pulsating sources with known spin. As the RPM predictions are for fundamentally periodic phenomena made quasi-periodic by 'clump' lifetime broadening and moderate frequency modulation associated with orbital decay (Stella & Vietri 1998; Lamb & Miller 2003) we directly measured the QPO centroid frequencies (ν 0 ) expected to be representative of these periodicities instead of deriving them from the so-called characteristic frequencies (ν max , Belloni et al. 2002) . Due to a more careful analysis involving less data averaging, using bigger data sets, and including more sources, we were able for the first time to distinguish between two different low-frequency components which had been confused in earlier works. Both of these were found to have (centroid) frequency correlations with the kHz QPO frequencies with power law indices significantly larger than 2.0, in conflict with the RPM prediction. While the best-fit power laws to the frequency correlations differed from each other significantly in both index and normalization, neither correlated to spin in any obvious way. We concluded that LT-precession of near-test-particle orbits can not explain the QPOs. Recent advances in the combined energy spectral and timing analysis of BH systems (spectral-timing of LF-QPOs) show that a misaligned toroidal hot inner flow precessing like a solid body around the BH spin-axis due to frame-dragging is a strong candidate-explanation for the source behaviour (Ingram et al. 2016 ). As we noted in DK17 this physical picture could also explain the indices exceeding 2.0 for frequency correlations in non-pulsating NS-LMXBS: in the hot flow model of Ingram et al. (2009) and Ingram & Done (2010) the kHz QPO is associated with the orbital frequency at the inner edge of the outer thin accretion disk at radius r o , and the low frequency QPO is thought to come from the precessing hot inner flow that is situated inside r o . Steeper indices on the frequency correlations than the test-particle case may occur because r o decreases so that the torus narrows as the kHz QPO frequency becomes higher. We note that comparisons of LF QPOs in NS and BH systems have revealed parallels that hint at a common origin (see i.e. Psaltis et al. 1999) . However, due to the scarce detections of HF QPOs in BH systems, commonality between high frequency QPOs in BH and NS systems has not been convincingly established (Belloni et al. 2012 ). Other models that may explain some aspects of the QPOs and their frequency correlations include resonant disk-oscillation mode (discoseismic) models (i.e. Kato 2001 Kato , 2007 . Oscillations due to resonance of orbital frequencies in geometrically thick tori have also been explored, but most of these efforts focus on accommodating observations of high frequency QPOs only (i.e. Rezzolla et al. 2003; Abramowicz et al. 2006) . Another possible explanation of the steep frequency correlations combines LT, magnetic, and classical precession around the NS to produce a net precession frequency whose correlation with the orbital frequency depends on the interplay between the torques (Shirakawa & Lai 2002) . If for example the magnetic torque dominates, a steeper power law may be obtained. Further insight in some of these issues might be gained by studying the accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars (AMXPs), as these sources are likely to have a different magnetic field configuration than the non-pulsars. We excluded the AMXPs from DK17, because work by van Straaten et al. (2005) and Linares et al. (2005) had shown that the frequency correlations of the AMXPs SAX J1808-3658, XTE J1807-294 and XTE J0929-314 were systematically shifted towards lower ν u (by a factor ∼1.5) compared to those of the non-pulsating atoll sources 4U 0614+09, 4U 1608-52, 4U 1728-34 and Aql X-1. The nonpulsating NS-LMXB 4U 1820-30, whose spin is unknown, was reported to show frequency correlations shifted similarly to those of the AMXPs mentioned ). An aperiodic timing analysis of the complete RXTE data set on SAX J1808-3658, confirming the shift, was later presented by Bult & van der Klis (2015b) . In all these works characteristic frequencies (ν max ) were used (sometimes converted to centroid (ν 0 ) ones), so those reported best-fit power law indices are not directly comparable to those we reported in DK17. In the current work, to obtain a complete overview of centroid frequency correlations for all sources with known spin, we present the analysis of 4 AMXPs that show the required (L u , L LF ) QPOs. We add two relevant non-pulsating atoll sources: 4U 1820-30 for reasons mentioned above, and SAX J1810.8-2609 which was recently added to the list of known-spin sources through the detection of 531.8±0.2 Hz burst oscillations by Bilous et al. (2018) . For all these sources we present the best-fit power law indices and normalizations and their joint confidence contours, which allows for a straightforward comparison of the frequency correlations found in the different source types. For SAX J1810.8-2609 our work additionally constitutes the discovery of kHz and LF QPOs.
METHODS, OBSERVATIONS
Our source sample consists of the 6 AMXPs observed with RXTE known to have kHz QPOs: SAX J1808.4-3658, XTE J1807-294, HETE J1900.1-2455, IGR J17480-2446, SAX J1748.9-2807, and IGR J17511-3057 (hereafter SAX J1808, XTE J1807, HETE J1900, IGR J17480, SAX J1748 and IGR J17511, respectively) and additionally 4U 1820-30 and SAX J1810.8-2609 (hereafter 4U 1820 and SAX J1810). In van Straaten et al. (2005) , characteristic frequencies are also reported for the AMXPs XTE J1751-305, XTE J1814-338 and XTE J0929-314. Most of the RXTE data were taken when these sources were in the island state (high hard colour, see Section 2.2), where the upper kHz QPO is broad and the centroid frequency of the fitted Lorentzian is ill defined. For this reason we exclude these sources from our sample.
Data sets
If available, we rely on earlier timing studies to find the data suitable to our analysis. If no such study exists, or if more data have become available since, we select the data with simultaneous LF-and kHz QPOs by visual inspection of power spectra of appropriate resolution and integration time. All selected RXTE data are listed in Table A1 .
Spectral analysis
Following the method described in van Straaten et al. (2003) , we calculate Crab-normalized hard and soft colors using Standard 2 data to track the accretion state of the source. The soft colour is defined as the count rate in the 3.5-6.0 keV band divided by the count rate in the 2.0-3.5 keV band. The hard colour uses the count rate in the 9.7-16.0 band divided by the count rate in the 6.0-9.73 keV band. We generally avoid averaging observations that differ in colour by more than 10% or that were taken more than a day apart. In some cases however, observations were grouped as reported in earlier work according to different criteria. These groups are explicitly mentioned in Appendix 5.
Timing analysis
We use archival RXTE data recorded in Event, Binned or Good Xenon mode with a time resolution of at least 1/8192 s (∼122 µs). We rely on previously reported best energy bands for QPO detection, that can differ per source. If nothing is specified in the literature we use a 2-20 keV energy band, where a high signal-to-noise is expected. We always confirm per source that the 2-20 keV energy band increases the detection significance of LF and kHz QPOs compared to using all energy channels. Unless noted otherwise, we calculate FFTs using 16-second data segments. After averaging the Leahy-normalized power spectra, we correct for background and deadtime effects by subtracting a counting noise model spectrum (Zhang et al. 1995) following the method of Klein Wolt (2004) and renormalizing the power spectra such that the square root of the integrated power in the spectrum equals the fractional root mean square (rms) of the variability in the source signal (van der Klis 1989).
If one is present, we remove the pulsar spike before rebinning and fitting the power spectra. We fit a multi-Lorentzian model to characterize the power spectral features, where each Lorentzian is characterized with the parameters centroid frequency (ν 0 ), full width at half maximum (FWHM) and fractional rms amplitude (rms).
We use the naming scheme presented in Altamirano et al. (2008) (based on van Straaten et al. 2002) where features are identified as break (L b ), second break (L b 2 ), low frequency QPO (L LF ), harmonic of the low frequency QPO (L LF 2 ), hump (L h ), hectoHz (L hH z ), low frequency Lorentzian (L ℓow ), lower kHz QPO (L ℓ ), or upper kHz QPO (L u ). This scheme relies on the location of components in the power spectrum, the correlations between their characteristic frequencies (ν max ) and the similarities in the appearance of power spectra between different sources.
We fit asymmetrical low-frequency (so-called "flaring" Bult & van der Klis 2015a) features in the power spectra of 4U 1820-30 and SAX J1808 with multiple Lorentzians; we name these features L F n with n=1,2 or 3. This approach, instead of for instance fitting a Schechter function (Bult & van der Klis 2015b) does not significantly affect the centroid frequency of features at higher frequency (>10 Hz). We do not use the frequencies of the L F n for correlation fitting.
We write ν i , FWHM i and rms i for the centroid frequency, FWHM and fractional rms of component L i . For the sources included in DK17, the broad L b noise feature evolves into a QPO toward high (>700 Hz) ν u . For the sources included in the current sample, the range of ν u
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Spin ( is limited (and typically <700 Hz), and at low frequency the asymmetric flaring features complicate identification and comparison of power spectral components between sources. For these reasons we do not present power law fits to (ν u ,ν b ) frequency pairs here, but focus instead on the (ν u , ν LF ) and (ν u , ν h ) correlations. We use our new optimal extraction method to measure power law indices and normalizations and their errors directly from the ensemble of power spectra in an unbiased way. In DK17 a detailed discussion of this method can be found.
RESULTS
In Table 1 we list the sources included in our sample, along with the total number of observations (each typically ∼2 ks in length) in the RXTE archive. We carefully examined these to identify the observations that simultaneously show the relevant QPOs and hence can be used for our analysis. The power spectrum of each available archival observation was individually considered, and combinations of observations with similar colours to increase QPO significance were explored. Sources that have a low number of useful observations are typically weak, and/or are usually observed at low or high hard colour where LF and kHz QPOs are normally detected at low significance or not at all. For IGRJ 17511-3057 and SAX J1748.9-2807 no simultaneous kHz and LF-QPOs were detected.
Identification of power spectral components
A detailed overview of the identification of features for each source can be found in Appendix 5. In Table A1 , a selection of relevant fit components are listed; the complete table can be found as an online appendix to this paper.
Fit results
In Table 2 , we list the best-fit index and normalization of power laws fitted to the correlated frequencies in different data groups for each source with sufficient data quality. Group 1 contains all frequencies we measured, group 2 consists of a subselection of frequencies with more straightforward identifications; see Appendix 5 for details.
In Figure 1 we plot the best-fit indices (α) and normalizations at ν u =600 Hz (N) of correlations of the form ν LF =N(ν u /600) α fitted in SAX J1808, XTE J1807 and 4U 1820 to the ν LF -ν u frequency correlations; these particular fits are from group 2. For IGRJ 17480, SAX J1810 and HETE J1900, the contours were not sufficiently constrained in index (in the case of IGR J17480 it was fixed) to plot in Figure 1 . Instead, we indicate the range in normalization of the ∆ χ 2 =9.21 contour with red, horizontal lines.
Similarly, in Figure 2 we show the ν h -ν u correlations fitted in SAX J1808, 4U 1820 and HETE J1900. The fits underlying the contours in Figures 1 and 2 are indicated in bold-face in Table 2 . In order to compare to the nonpulsating sources, we also plot best-fit indices and normalizations from a selection of sources presented in DK17 in Figures 1 and 2 (we omit the ill-constrained source SAX J1750).
We find that for SAX J1808 and XTE J1807 the bestfit indices are significantly lower than those of non-pulsating sources 4U 1728, 4U 1636, 4U 1608 and 4U 0614 but consistent with the RPM-prediction of 2.0. The normalizations of SAX J1808 and XTE J1807 are much higher than for the non-pulsars, as previously reported by van Straaten et al. (2005) based on measurements of characteristic frequencies.
For HETE J1900 (intermittent pulsar), IGRJ 17480 (11 Hz pulsar) and SAX J1810 (non-pulsating) however, the normalizations are consistent with those of the non-pulsars and inconsistent with those of SAX J1808 and XTE J1807. This confirms previous work by van Straaten et al. (2005) that not all pulsating sources show shifted centroid frequency correlations with respect to those of non-pulsating sources. We note, however, that this result is based on sparse data, that in the case of IGR J17480 are not concentrated around the ν u =600 Hz benchmark frequency used to compare the normalizations of frequency correlations in different sources. In that source, a shallower index would also imply a higher normalization.
The frequency correlations of the non-pulsating source 4U 1820-30 were previously reported to show a shift similar to (but smaller than) those in the AMXPs SAX J1808, XTE J0929 and XTE J1807 ) with respect to the universal correlation for atoll sources known at the time (van Straaten et al. 2003) . In DK17, using more data, we concluded that the frequency correlations of the sources included in the work by van Straaten et al. (2003) significantly differ from each other. Here, we find that the frequency correlations of 4U 1820 are similar in index and normalization to those of the non-pulsating sources reported in DK17, as can be seen from Figures 1 and 2.
Our results show that in the ensemble of pulsating and non-pulsating sources, the best-fit indices and normalizations to the frequency correlations for the best-constrained sources systematically and significantly differ from each other.
DISCUSSION
We discuss these results in the context of the RPM, the precessing hot inner flow model and the net orbital precession that results from the combination of magnetic, framedragging and classical precession.
Test-particle Lense-Thirring precession
Although the indices on the best-fit power laws are consistent with the RPM prediction of 2.0, ν LF and ν h in SAX J1808 and XTE J1807 are much higher than predicted by the model, as discussed in earlier work (Linares et al. 2005; van Straaten et al. 2005) . Twofold symmetry (Stella & Vietri 1998 ) may cause the observed frequency to be twice the LT-precession frequency, and can account for observed frequencies of up to ∼24 Hz at ν spin =400 10 20 30 40 50 Normalization at νu=600 Hz (Hz) Figure 1 . Confidence contours for the best-fit power law index and normalization at ν u =600 Hz of the ν L F -ν u correlations in SAX J1808 (Group 2), XTE J1807 and 4U 1820-30 (Group 2) (this work, red) and a selection of non-pulsating atolls (from DK'17, black, grey). We plot the 75% (inner), 95% (middle) and 99% (outer) two-parameter confidence limits (corresponding to ∆χ 2 =3.13,6.17 and 9.21, respectively). For IGR J17480, HETE J1900 and SAX J1810, we plot the range in normalization of the ∆χ 2 =9.21 contour in red, horizontal lines. The RPM-prediction of index = 2.0 is indicated by the dark grey, horizontal line. Hz and ν u =600 Hz, where instead we observe frequencies of >37 Hz. It would require unrealistically high values for the NS specific moment of inertia to obtain frequencies this high for the RPM (Stella & Vietri 1998; Friedman et al. 1986; Cook et al. 1994) . Moreover, as noted by DK17 the linear spin dependence predicted by the model (if the neutron stars all have similar specific moment of inertia) is not recovered even when adding SAX J1808, XTE J1807, IGR J17480.8, HETE J1900.1 and SAX J1810.8 to the sample of knownspin sources.
Precessing torus
In the hot inner flow model, the torus precession and hence the LF QPO occurs at the disk surface-density weighted average LT-precession frequencies of the orbits within the torus (or twice that frequency), and the kHz QPO is the orbital frequency of the thin disk just outside the torus (at r o ) (Ingram et al. 2009; Ingram & Done 2010) . The higher than test-particle precession frequency is explained by the precession frequency originating closer to the NS than the kHz QPO frequency. The higher index than the test-particle case of 2.0 could be due to narrowing of the torus as the outer disk moves in, as discussed in DK17. As the torus precession frequency is predicted to be less than the LTfrequency close to the inner edge of the torus, clearly in this scenario the highest observed LF QPO frequency can be used to constrain the EOS. Lower indices in the AMXPs could be due to different inner boundary conditions of the hot flow. For the nonpulsating sources, the inner edge of the torus might be the ISCO or NS surface, both of which are fixed, whereas for the AMXPs this would be expected to be the magnetospheric radius, which moves in with accretion rate at the same time as the outer thin disk moves in.
For illustrative purposes, in Figure 3 we plot twice the test-particle LT-precession frequency (2ν LT ) at different radii vs. the orbital frequency ν φ at the outer edge of the disk (at r o ), along with the observed (ν u -ν LF ) frequency correlations of the non-pulsating source 4U 1728-34 (ν spin =363 Hz) reported in DK17 and SAX J1808 (ν spin =401 Hz) (cyan and orange, respectively). We use two representative neutron stars calculated using the APR equation of state (EOS) (Akmal et al. 1998 ) with ν spin =400 Hz in the RNS code by Stergioulas & Friedman (1995) that follows the method by Cook et al. (1992) : (M=1.4 M ⊙ , R=11.5 km, j=0.16) and (M=2.0 M ⊙ , R=11 km, j=0.2), where j=Jc/GM 2 is the spin parameter. We use the Kerr-metric to find the orbital and LT-precession frequencies at various radii 1 We note that many different EOS have been proposed for the central compact star, some of which have been shown to affect the gravitational potential, and hence the orbital frequencies, differently than the APR EOS used in the discussion presented here (i.e. Gondek-Rosińska et al. 2014) .
The maximum orbital frequency and hence the maximum ν LT is limited by the NS surface for the 1.4 M ⊙ star. For the 2.0 M ⊙ neutron star, however, it is limited by the ISCO, as r I SCO >r N S . We indicate the maximum values of 2ν LT due to the NS surface or ISCO with black horizontal line, in Figure 3 .
To estimate the truncation radius (r t ) of the inner disk due to the magnetic field, we use 2 r t ≈0.5r M , with r M the Alfvén radius:
where B s is the surface magnetic field strength at the equa-1 For the orbital and vertical epicyclic frequencies we use ν φ =ν K 1+j(r g /r) 3/2 −1 and ν θ =ν φ 1-4j(r g /r) 3/2 +3j(r g /r) 2 1/2 , respectively, with gravitational radius r g =G M/c 2 . These expressions are valid for small disk tilt angles, and -1< j <1. The LTprecession frequency is defined as ν LT =ν φ -ν θ (e.g. van der Klis 2006). tor, M the mass accretion rate and R the stellar radius. Following Mukherjee et al. (2015) , we use
with L X =4πd 2 F, and ǫ bol the bolometric correction factor (which is expected to be ∼1-2). Using L X ∝ ν u (Wijnands et al. 2001; Klis 2015b), we find ν LT (r t ) ∝ ν 6/7 u . In Figure 3 , we plot 2ν LT (r t ) using the observed increase of the X-ray flux (from 40 to 80 mCrab for ν u 400-800 Hz) of SAX J1808 over the kHz QPO frequency range, ǫ bol =1.5 and d=3.5 kpc (Mukherjee et al. 2015) , for parameter sets A, B, and C: ( M M ⊙ , R km , B s 10 8 G )=(2.0, 11, 0.5), (1.4, 11.5, 0.5) and (2.0, 11, 1.0). The magnetic field strength of SAX J1808 is estimated to be ∼(0.14-1.8)×10 8 G (Mukherjee et al. 2015) .
The measured frequencies fall within the limits imposed by the maximum LT-precession frequency at the ISCO or stellar surface and magnetosphere, and the minimum LTprecession frequency at the outer edge of the torus, and can therefore be accommodated in the precessing torus scenario. We note that reasonable choices for M, R, ǫ bol and F X show that the truncation radius (r t ) for magnetic field strengths above 10 8 G becomes too large to explain the observed frequencies in this model. For 4U 1728-34, the weighted average LT-precession frequency of the torus is close to ν LT at the outer edge at low ν u , but at high ν u it approaches the LT-precession frequency of orbital motion close to the stellar surface.
So, in this scenario, the torus must become increasingly centrally concentrated as M increases. While this is not expected for a radiation pressure dominated Shakura-Sunyaev disk subject to the LT-torque around BHs (Motta et al. 2018) , interaction of the torus with the NS boundary layer might result in strong changes in the density profile around non-pulsating NSs as a function of M. For the AMXPs, interaction with the magnetosphere in the near corotation regime is thought to produce a pile-up of matter just outside the magnetosphere (D'Angelo & Spruit 2010). The frequency correlation for SAX J1808, however, does not suggest any strong changes to the radial density profile of the torus as ν u increases.
We conclude that a torus precessing due to frame dragging might explain the observed frequencies in the scenario adopted here if, for the non-pulsating sources, the torus becomes considerably more centrally concentrated with increasing accretion rate. We note that this conclusion could in principle also be valid for the model of Török et al. (2016) , which identifies the upper and lower kHz QPO in NSsystems with epicyclic modes of an oscillating torus. Analogous to the model of Ingram et al. (2009) , the torus is expected to precess when it is inclined with respect to the rotation axis of the central compact object, giving rise to a low frequency oscillation that the LF QPO can be identified with.
Classical and magnetic precession
In addition to the prograde precession of orbits due to frame dragging (ν LT ), the retrograde magnetic and classical precessions are expected to affect orbital motion around a NS (with ν m and ν cl , respectively). Depending on the dominant effect, net retro-or prograde precession can occur (Shirakawa & Lai 2002) . The precession frequencies depend differently on radius and hence on orbital frequency;
. In DK17, we argued that, within this framework, indices >2.0 of the power-law correlation of the net precession frequency with orbital frequency can only occur if the magnetic torque is dominant. Although both the classical and magnetic precession frequency have a stronger than quadratic dependence on the orbital frequency, the classical precession is expected to be smaller than the LT-precession, leaving only the magnetic precession to produce power law indices >2.0 (Shirakawa & Lai 2002; Stella & Vietri 1998) .
The magnitude of the magnetic torque depends on the misalignment angle (θ) between the magnetic field-and spin axes, the magnetic moment µ and the mass accretion rate M. The pulsar-mechanism requires a misalignment between the magnetic field-and spin axes, so that magnetic precession would be expected. It is thought that AMXPs have stronger magnetic fields than non-pulsating sources, as in pulsars the burst oscillations are phase-locked and constant in frequency in the burst tail (e.g., for SAX J1808: Chakrabarty et al. 2003) , whereas the burst oscillations drift in the non-pulsating sources (Muno et al. 2002) .
In (Shirakawa & Lai 2002) a global mode analysis of disk precession including magnetic, Lense-Thirring and classical torques is presented. In that work, a stronger magnetic field (2-4×10 8 G) or a larger misalignment angle (sin 2 θ=0.1-0.5) results in shallower correlations, which matches our findings. The LT-precession however, dominates the mode frequency in all cases. This leaves the > 2.0 indices on the frequency correlations in the non-pulsating sources unexplained.
CONCLUSIONS
We study the correlations of the centroid frequencies of the low frequency (LF) and hump (h) QPOs with that of the kHz QPO in a sample of 6 AMXPs (SAX J1808, XTE J1807, HETE J1900, IGRJ 17480, IGR J17511 and SAX J1748), a burst oscillation source (SAX J1810.8) and a source with unknown spin (4U 1820-30) as observed with RXTE and compare them to those in non-pulsating atoll sources as reported in DK17. For two AMXPs (IGR J17511 and SAX J1748) the relevant QPOs did not occur simultaneously.
The correlations in SAX J1808 and XTE J1807 have significantly lower power law indices than in the non-pulsating sources, and are compatible with the relativistic precession model (RPM) prediction of 2.0. The QPO frequencies are ∼4 times higher than predicted by the RPM for NSs with realistic equations of state, however, and we do not find evidence that the best-fit normalizations depend on spin frequency.
We can interpret the frequencies as being due to solidbody like precession of a toroidal hot inner flow, where an In the precessing torus model ν LT is predicted to be between the ν LT (r o ) and min(ν LT (r t ), ν LT (r N S ), ν LT (r I SC O )) curves for pulsars, and between the ν LT (r o ) and min(ν LT (r N S ), ν LT (r I SC O )) for non-pulsars.
average global precession frequency is realized as a surfacedensity weighted average over multiple radii. Indeed we find that the observed QPO frequencies are within the range predicted for LT-precession frequencies at the outer radius of the torus as derived from the kHz QPO frequency, ν LT (r o ), and LT-precession frequencies at the NS-surface, ISCO or magnetosphere, ν LT (r M , r N S , r I SCO ). However, to explain the observed frequency correlations, the surface density profile must change as a function of torus size.
Net precession due to combined magnetic, LT-and classical torques could perhaps explain the difference in power law index together with a systematic difference in magnetic field strength between non-pulsating sources and AMXPs. In earlier work by (Shirakawa & Lai 2002) on net precession, it was shown that a stronger magnetic field can result in a shallower power law, which matches our result. The steep (>2.0) indices on power laws in the non-pulsating sources cannot be explained in this framework, as LT-precession is expected to dominate over the magnetic precession, resulting in a power law index <2.0.
The data on the other three sources (the two AMXPs HETE J1900 and IGRJ 17480, and SAX J1810.8) do not allow any strong constraints on the frequency correlation indices and normalizations. They seem to be inconsistent with those of SAX J1808 and XTE J1807 and instead similar to those of the non-pulsating sources, but more data is needed to draw strong conclusions. 4U 1820-30 shows frequency correlations that are compatible with those of other non-pulsating sources. We conclude that the frequency correlations in NS-LMXBs with kHz and LF-QPOs vary significantly, and that this variation can be interpreted in the context of models involving (rigid toroidal) precession of orbits in the vicinity of the NS due to Lense-Thirring, classical, and magnetic precession, extending to NSs recent findings for LF-QPOs in BH systems (Ingram et al. 2016) . It would be interesting to investigate using GRMHD simulations whether stable torus precession could occur due to the combined torques expected around a neutron star, and how the surface density profile and geometry of the inner accretion flow might evolve as the source state changes.
APPENDIX A: RESULTS FOR INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
Here we present detailed results for the individual sources included in our sample. Contrary to some previous works (e.g. Bult & van der Klis 2015b; van Straaten et al. 2005) we use centroid frequency ν 0 instead of characteristic frequency ν max as a fit parameter. Broad, zero-centered Lorentzians are therefore absent from our frequency-frequency plots.
A1 SAX J1808.4-3658
For SAXJ1808 we rely on the data selection presented in Bult & van der Klis (2015b) hereinafter BK15, and use the data interval numbering introduced in that paper. Analysis choices different from that work are outlined below. We use energy channels covering the 2-20 keV band.
In the power spectra of intervals 6, 10, 11, 12, 13 (all from 1998), 1 (2005), 1,6,7 (from 2008), and 2,7,8,9, 10 (2011) , the upper kHz QPO centroid frequency has large errors, is fixed at zero, or the QPO is not detected. We omit frequencies from these intervals from our analysis. L ℓow is a zero-centered Lorentzian in all but one fit, explaining the absence of this feature in Figure A1 .
We detect the LF QPO (>3σ, ν 0 ∼10 Hz) in intervals 6, 7, 8 and 13 of the 2002 outburst, while in BK15 this QPO is not reported. (We note that the frequency of this QPO, 10.6±0.1 Hz in interval 6, is close to, but higher than the frequency needed (∼8 Hz) to produce the simultaneously present "410 Hz QPO" -at 409.6±0.6 in the averaged power spectrum of intervals 6,7 and 8; BK'15 -in a retrograde beat with the 401 Hz spin frequency. We do not investigate the 410 Hz QPO further in this work.)
Like BK15, we identify the Lorentzian with ν 0 ∼25-40 Hz in power spectra with ν u between ∼500-600 Hz as L h . It is possible, however, that the Lorentzian is a blend of L LF and L h , such as seen for similar ν u values in non-pulsating atoll sources (DK17). As ν LF < ν h , such blending could explain the slightly lower ν h values compared to the non-pulsating sources (A2).
In intervals 1 and 2 of the 2011 outburst (ν u ∼600 Hz), we identify the Lorentzian with ν 0 ∼40-50 Hz as L LF , contrary to BK15 who identify it as L h . In the very similar power spectrum of interval 3 (also from 2011), we and BK15 both fit two Lorentzians to this feature, identifying the more dominant and narrower lower frequency peak as L LF , and the other feature as L h . The single Lorentzian fitted to the power spectra in intervals 1 and 2 presumably mostly represents this lower, dominant peak. In Figures A3 and A4 the two high values of rms LF originate from this blended power spectral component. BK15 note that L h and L LF might be affected by the low-luminosity flaring feature present below ∼10 Hz. When we plot ν LF vs. ν h (Figure A2) , this particular power spectral fit produces an outlier relative to the ν LF -ν h correlation seen for other intervals of SAX J1808 and for the non-pulsating sources, supporting this view.
The hump feature reported in BK15 for interval 4 of the 2011 outburst was not required in our fit; we therefore omit this feature. We identify the single Lorentzian as L LF , as in intervals 1 and 2. Likewise, a lower kHz QPO was not required in intervals 4 (2002) and 5 (2011); instead we fit a slightly broader hHz component. As mentioned earlier, we use multiple Lorentzians to fit the asymmetric flaring feature in intervals 5 (2008) and 1,3,4 (2011), which we name L F n in Table A1 and Figure A1 .
Clearly then, in SAX J1808 identification of features is not straightforward. Blending appears to play a significant role. In several power spectra, however, both L h and L LF are simultaneously detected. Their frequencies correlate with each other as in non-pulsating atoll sources, see Figure  A2 , and the strength, width and frequency of the QPOs in the power spectra match that of non-pulsating sources, albeit at lower ν u . We presented the best-fit power law parameters to two different data groups in Table 2 , one comprising all centroid frequencies of L h and L LF identified as described above (Group 1), the other comprising only the centroid frequencies of L h and L LF fitted simultaneously (Group 2, these power laws are plotted in Figure A1 in cyan and red, respectively) where blending is less of an issue. Group 2 is comprised of intervals 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13 (all from 2002), 7 (2005) and 5 (2011). We omit interval 3 (2011), because of the tentative identification of L LF and L h described above.
We note that for SAX J1808, plotting rms LF,h vs. ν u ( Figure A3 ) matches what is seen in non-pulsating sources (plotted in grey) better than plotting rms LF,h vs. ν LF,h (Figure A4) . While the ν LF,h -ν u correlations for SAX J1808 do not overlap with those of the non-pulsating sources, the rms LF,h -ν u plots do. This suggests that the LF,h QPO strength and frequency shares a common physical origin with kHz QPO frequency, but that the LF,h QPO frequency is also affected by another process.
A2 XTE J1807-294
The timing behaviour of XTE J1807-294 is described in Linares et al. (2005) . We use the data groups defined in that work, but apply a 2-20 keV energy selection after verifying that this selection improves the detection significance of power spectral features.
We fit the average power spectra of all observations in groups A, E, F, G and H. In group B we fit 80145-01-03-03 separately, as L h is a more prominent feature in this observation than in others. We fit the power spectra of all observations in groups C and D separately. The identification of features is the same as described in Linares et al. (2005) . In Figure A5 we plot ν LF and ν h vs. ν u , and in Figure A6 we plot ν LF vs. ν h .
As L h is either absent or zero-centered in most power Figure A1 . Centroid frequencies of power spectral components fitted in SAX J1808 vs. ν u . We plot the best-fit power laws to ν L F vs. ν u (red line) and ν h vs. ν u (cyan line). We also plot ν L F vs. ν u (grey, dashed line) and ν h vs. ν u (grey, solid line) for non-pulsating atoll source 4U 1728-34 (DK17) for comparison. For clarity, we omit centroid frequencies with large error bars. spectra, we only present the power law fit to the ν LF -ν u correlation.
A3 HETE J1900.1-2455
Following Patruno & Wijnands (2017) we use energy channels 5-37, and calculate 128-second FFTs. Our results are slightly different from that earlier work due to analysis choices described below.
While the significance of broad features generally improves when averaging observations; the LF-QPO cannot be resolved in the averaged power spectra used by Patruno & Wijnands (2017) , who instead fit a single broad Lorentzian they identify as L h . Although marginally, we detect L LF and L h simultaneously in several single observations, see the bottom panel of Figure A8 for an example. We therefore subdivided some of these groups.
For group 2, we find that two different non-zero centered Lorentzians (L LF and L h ) can be fitted in two (91015-01-04-04 and 91015-01-04-06) of the three individual observations. The third (91015-01-04-07) is different from the other two (no kHz QPO, hump at much lower frequency, higher hard color, lower soft color by about 5 per cent, and observed 3 days earlier than the next observation (91015-01-04-04) in the group). For these reasons, we use the frequencies fitted in 91015-01-04-04 and 91015-01-04-06, and omit 91015-01-04-07 from our analysis.
In group 3, which contains a single observation, we fit both L LF (ν 0 =17 Hz) and L h (ν 0 =27 Hz), where Patruno & Wijnands (2017) report a single blended feature, L h (ν 0 =22 Hz). L h is broadened in the average power spectrum of the four observations in group 4. We choose to combine the similar power spectra of 91015-01-07-00 and 91015-01-06-01, which results in fitting a narrower L h . We fit 91015-01-06-02 separately (L h is zero centered), and we omit 91015-01-07-01, due to the absence of the kHz QPO in this observation. In group 5, we combine 91059-03-03-03 and 91059-03-03-02. The upper kHz QPO is detected in this data selection at Figure A5 . As in Figure A1 , but for XTE J1807.
>3σ, whereas in the average of all six observations in group 5, (6 obs), we detect it at only 1.1σ. We omit the rest of the observations in this group as no kHz QPO is detected.
Finally, we adopted groups 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 without change. Very broad kHz QPOs were fitted in Groups 1,7, 10 and 11, so that ν u has large errors; we omit these from our correlation fitting.
Although the simultaneously detected L LF and L h are <3σ (∼2.5σ), when plotting ν LF vs. ν h (see Figure A10 ) the Figure A6 . As in Figure A2 , but for XTE J1807. Figure A7 . As in Figure A4 , but for XTE J1807.
points fall on the correlation seen in the non-pulsating atolls. The frequency correlations involving ν u in HETE J1900 are not smooth. The data quality does not allow for any strong conclusions on the frequency correlations, but we do provide constraints on the power law normalization and index in all energy channels available as the signal-to-noise is low. In Figure A12 we plot ν LF vs. ν u ; the data are consistent with the correlations of 4U 1728-34. The rms LF vs. ν u plot is shown in Figure A13 . Due to the scarcity and concentration of measurements of ν LF at ν u ∼900 Hz, we fix the index of the power law we fit to 2.4 to constrain the normalization. Fixing it to 2.0, as in SAX J1808, resulted in a similar normalization of N =22.5±0.4 (with similar reduced χ 2 ). Figure A9 . As in Figure A1 , but for HETE J1900. Figure A10 . As in Figure A2 , but for HETE J1900.
A5 4U 1820-30
As noted earlier, in Altamirano et al. (2005) shifted frequency correlations with respect to other atoll sources were reported for 4U 1820-30, similar to those seen for SAX J1808 and other pulsating sources (van Straaten et al. 2005) . In that work, only observations taken when the source was in the island state (high hard color, ν u <700 Hz) were used.
Here, we include all observations in the RXTE-archive, including those taken when the source was in the banana state (low hard color, ν u >700 Hz). As in SAX J1808, we fit asymmetric flaring features <10 Hz with multiple Lorentzians Figure A11 . As in Figure A4 , but for HETE J1900. Figure A12 . As in Figure A1 , but for IGR J17480-2446.
named L F n . We apply a 2-20 keV energy selection, after verifying that this selection optimizes the detection significance of QPOs at low and high frequency. We choose to fit the power spectra in the 0.9-3000 Hz domain in order to avoid fitting the noise present below 0.9 Hz. This does not affect the frequencies fitted >0.9 Hz. We find that the LF,h QPO show similar correlations with ν u and each other as presented in DK17 for the non-pulsating sources, see Figures A14, A15 and A16. When ν u ∼1000 Hz, only one component is fitted <100 Hz, which we identify as L LF . We offer fits to two groups Figure A13 . As in Figure A4 , but for IGR J17480-2446. Figure A14 . As in Figure A1 , but for 4U 1820-30. of data, Group 1 contains all frequencies and Group 2 (only relevant for L LF ) contains data where ν u <800 Hz and L LF and L h are usually simultaneously detected.
A6 SAX J1810.8-2609
Recently, Bilous et al. (2018) reported burst oscillations at 513.4-531.9 Hz, adding SAX J1810.8-2609 to the 'knownspin' source category. We analyze all data available in the RXTE-archive; 88 observations pass our filtering criteria. We use all energy channels to create the PDS. Due to the Figure A15 . As in Figure A2 , but for 4U 1820-30. Figure A16 . As in Figure A4 , but for 4U 1820-30.
low signal-to-noise of these data, an energy selection worsens QPO detection significance. We find that the source shows the canonical atoll-like aperiodic timing features with a newly discovered kHz QPO (ν u ∼400-800 Hz) and L LF (3.8σ) and L h (4.8σ) that are detected simultaneously. Unfortunately, the data are sparse. We find that ν LF,h vs. ν u roughly match the non-pulsating frequency correlations, see Figures A17, A18, A19 . Figure A17 . As in Figure A1 , but for SAX J1810. Figure A18 . As in Figure A2 , but for SAX J1810.
A7 Remaining AMXPs
Pulsars XTE J1814-338, XTE J1751-305 and XTE J0929-314, included in the (ν max ) timing study by van Straaten et al. (2005) , are observed when the source was (mostly) in the island state. Here the kHz QPOs are broad, and often zero-centered. These data are not suited for our analysis. For SAX J1748.9-2021 and IGR J17511-3057 we do not fit any significant simultaneously present LF and kHz QPOs. Figure A19 . As in Figure A4 , but for SAX J1810. Table A1 . Table with parameters of the multi-Lorentzian fits per source. We quote the centroid frequency (ν), full width at half maximum (FWHM), rms-normalized integral power (IP) of L b , L L F , L h and L u , hard color (HC) and χ 2 /do f . The full version, with all parameters for all sources, is available online.
A8 Fit parameters

